Tumor Burden Limits Bispecific Antibody Efficacy through T-cell Exhaustion Averted by Concurrent Cytotoxic Therapy

ABSTRACT

BCMA/CD3-targeting bispecific antibodies (BsAb) are a recently developed immunotherapy class that shows potent tumor killing activity in multiple myeloma. Here, we investigated a murine BCMA/CD3-targeting BsAb in the immunocompetentVk*MYC model and its immunomodulatory ilmid (IMiD)—sensitive derivative Vk*MYC*CRBm model of multiple myeloma. The BCMA/CD3 BsAb was safe and efficacious in a subset of mice but failed in those with high tumor burden, consistent with clinical reports of BsAb in leukemia. The combination of BCMA/CD3 BsAb with pomalidomide expanded lytic T cells and improved activity even in IMiD-resistant high—tumor burden cases. Yet, survival was only marginally extended due to acute toxicity and T-cell exhaustion, which impaired T-cell persistence. In contrast, the combination with cyclophosphamide was safe and allowed for a tempered proinflammatory response associated with long—lasting complete remission. Concurrent cytotoxic therapy with BsAb actually improved T-cell persistence and function, offering a promising approach to patients with a large tumor burden.

SIGNIFICANCE: BCMA—targeted therapy induces deep but transient clinical responses. We developed an immunocompetent, IMiD—sensitive genetically engineered mouse model and show that IMiDs potentiate T—cell activation, increasing short-term efficacy of anti—BCMA/CD3 BsAb, but exacerbate T—cell exhaustion. Surprisingly, by reducing tumor burden and depleting regulatory T cells, cyclophosphamide prevents BsAb—induced T-cell exhaustion and promotes long—term multiple myeloma control.

See related commentary by Louvet et al.

INTRODUCTION

Although chemotherapeutic agents and molecular medicine are pillars of successful treatment of cancer, the recent clinical development of immunotherapies shows compelling promise in the treatment of many tumor types. In hematologic malignancies, immunotherapies centered upon cytolytic T lymphocytes as drugs, such as chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)—T cells and bispecific T-cell engagers (BiTE) or antibodies (BsAb), are central among these advances. BiTEs and BsAbs are “off—theshelf” drug therapies that circumvent the need for time—consuming and expensive ex vivo manipulation of patient cells. These agents often consist of monoclonal antibodies or single—chain variable fragments in the case of BiTEs, engineered with one binding site directed toward a tumor—specific antigen and another against the T—lymphocyte activating receptor CD3—epsilon. BsAbs redirect T cells to kill tumors by bringing them into physical contact and activating secretion of cytotoxic molecules (1). Due to their novel mode of action, BsAb therapeutics may provide an effective option for all patients, including those with cytogenetically high—risk or heavily pretreated disease that renders them more resistant to standard—of—care therapy.

Multiple myeloma is a largely incurable malignancy caused by monoclonal expansion of plasma cells (PC) in the bone marrow (BM). Although most patients with multiple myeloma respond well to initial chemotherapy combinations, the disease almost always relapses and eventually becomes resistant to therapy. BsAbs have shown particular efficacy in B cell malignancies, with some of the most promising clinical trials in development for multiple myeloma with agents targeting the antigen BCMA, encoded by the TNFRSF17 gene (2). There are multiple BCMA/CD3 BsAbs or BiTEs in phase I clinical trials in heavily pretreated patients with multiple myeloma. Preliminary results from these trials show promising efficacy with the majority of patients responding at optimized doses (3—8). Although still under investigation, durability of this therapy in multiple myeloma is still unclear. Additionally, the mechanisms underpinning the spectrum of responses remain unknown, as do methods to deepen response and prolong remission. Moreover, frequent immune—related adverse events, similar to those observed with CAR-T therapy, are noted, with cytokine release syndrome putting patients with greater disease burden at higher risk.

Multiple myeloma creates an immunosuppressive BM tumor microenvironment (TME) through a variety of mechanisms (9—12), and its complexity may modulate the efficacy of BsAb multiple myeloma therapy as it does for AMG—420 (13) and blinatumomab in leukemia therapy (14, 15). Many multiple myeloma standard—of—care drugs act directly by killing the tumor and remodeling the TME to break cycles of tumor survival. For example, the DNA—alkylating agent cyclophosphamide (Cy), in addition to inducing DNA damage, preferentially kills regulatory T cells (Treg), induces an acute secretory activating phenotype in tumor cells stimulating phagocytic activity, and promotes immunogenic tumor cell death (ICD), all of which can boost immunotherapy (16). Furthermore, thalidomide and derivatives (immunomodulatory
inside drugs, IMiDs), also known as Cereblon (CRBN) modulators, have pleiotropic effects on the immune system that include upregulating cytokine production and potentiating growth and survival of effector T lymphocytes while reducing Treg expansion and function (17, 18). The potential ability of IMiDs to augment immunotherapy has recently been highlighted through effective preclinical combinations with anti-multiple myeloma CAR-T cells in xenograft models (19, 20), but caution is warranted given the unpredictable toxicity noted during clinical combination with the anti–PD-1 checkpoint inhibitor pembrolizumab (21). Combining BsAb with currently approved drugs for multiple myeloma is a rational direction forward if the two approaches provide synergistic effects with nonoverlapping toxicity.

Evaluating in vitro mechanisms of multiple myeloma immunotherapeutic antibodies alone or in combination has been hampered by a lack of appropriate immunocompetent mouse models and murine reagents. Although CRBN sequence is highly conserved across species, four amino acid differences in rodent CRBN–IMiD binding site impair IMiD response. Specifically, murine CRBN binds to IMiDs but fails to undergo the conformational modification required to induce CRBN ubiquitination and degradation (22–24). For this reason, the preclinical evaluation of IMiDs in mice has been difficult and failed to identify their teratogenic activity (25). Furthermore, murine T cells do not release IL2 following IMiD treatment (22), and we have shown that IMiDs are the only class of drugs active in patients with multiple myeloma but inactive in Vk*MYC mice (26, 27). Here, to explore ways to improve the quality and longevity of BsAb therapy in the presence of the native TME, we generated a BCMA/CD3 BsAb that binds both human and mouse BCMA with one arm and murine CD3 with the other arm to induce T cell–mediated cytolysis. To evaluate BsAb combination with IMiDs, we generated two bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) transgenic mouse lines expressing human CRBN (hCRBN) and crossed them to the Vk*MYC mouse to generate an immunocompetent mouse model of multiple myeloma cell line H929. It has been reported that BCMA is commonly shed from normal and malignant PC surface due to direct cleavage of its transmembrane domain by endogenous gamma-secretase (Gs; refs. 34, 35). Consistently, we detected high levels of soluble BCMA (sBCMA) in the serum of Vk*MYC tumor–bearing mice, but not in age-matched controls (Fig. 1C). As reported for human multiple myeloma, the levels of sBCMA correlated with tumor burden, with transplanted mice bearing extramedullary multiple myeloma displaying higher sBCMA. Treatment with Gs inhibitors (Gs) stabilized BCMA on the surface of multiple myeloma cells both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B, bottom, and 1D).

**Murine PC Killing In Vitro by Anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb Is Dependent upon BCMA Expression Levels and BsAb Concentration**

A mouse BCMA/CD3 IgG1 BsAb antibody, together with the negative control anti-KLH/CD3 BsAb, was generated using the “Electrostatic steering coupled with inter-chain disulfide bond” technology developed at Bristol Myers Squibb (36). For the anti-mCD3 arm, we chose the variable region of the anti-mouse CD3ε antibody 145-2C11; for the anti-mBCMA arm, we used the variable region of an anti-hBCMA antibody readily stained the human multiple myeloma cell line H929. It has been reported that BCMA is universally expressed in all normal and malignant PCs at significantly higher levels than in lymphoma cells. De novo and transplantable Vk*MYC multiple myeloma cell lines shared a similar range in BCMA expression. Despite abundant RNA expression, BCMA was barely detectable on the surface of murine multiple myeloma and plasmacytoma cell lines grown in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B, top). In contrast, the same human/murine BCMA cross-reactive antibody readily stained the human multiple myeloma cell line H929. It has been reported that BCMA is commonly shed from normal and malignant PC surface due to direct cleavage of its transmembrane domain by endogenous gamma-secretase (Gs; refs. 34, 35). Consistently, we detected high levels of soluble BCMA (sBCMA) in the serum of Vk*MYC tumor–bearing mice, but not in age-matched controls (Fig. 1C). As reported for human multiple myeloma, the levels of sBCMA correlated with tumor burden, with transplanted mice bearing extramedullary multiple myeloma displaying higher sBCMA. Treatment with Gs inhibitors (Gs) stabilized BCMA on the surface of multiple myeloma cells both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B, bottom, and 1D).

**RESULTS**

**BCMA Is a Specific Target for Immunotherapy in the Vk*MYC Model of Multiple Myeloma**

We have previously described the utility of the de novo (aged mice that have spontaneously developed multiple myeloma) Vk*MYC model of multiple myeloma and its derivative syngeneic transplantable lines in elucidating the mechanism of therapies that depend upon the microenvironment, including IAP antagonists and checkpoint inhibitors (10, 27–32). Here, we establish Vk*MYC as an appropriate model for optimizing T cell–based BCMA-targeted immunotherapy. Using a previously generated data set, GSE11921 (33), we determined the expression of Tnfsf17/BCMA transcript in murine normal PCs and Vk*MYC-derived Burkitt’s lymphoma, Balb/c plasmacytoma, de novo Vk*MYC multiple myeloma, and transplantable Vk*MYC multiple myeloma cell lines (Fig. 1A). We found that murine Tnfsf17 is universally expressed in all normal and malignant PCs at significantly higher levels than in lymphoma cells. De novo and transplantable Vk*MYC multiple myeloma cells shared a similar range in Tnfsf17 expression. Despite abundant RNA expression, BCMA was barely detectable on the surface of murine multiple myeloma and plasmacytoma cell lines grown in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B, top). In contrast, the same human/murine BCMA cross-reactive antibody readily stained the human multiple myeloma cell line H929. It has been reported that BCMA is commonly shed from normal and malignant PC surface due to direct cleavage of its transmembrane domain by endogenous gamma-secretase (Gs; refs. 34, 35). Consistently, we detected high levels of soluble BCMA (sBCMA) in the serum of Vk*MYC tumor–bearing mice, but not in age-matched controls (Fig. 1C). As reported for human multiple myeloma, the levels of sBCMA correlated with tumor burden, with transplanted mice bearing extramedullary multiple myeloma displaying higher sBCMA. Treatment with Gs inhibitors (Gs) stabilized BCMA on the surface of multiple myeloma cells both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B, bottom, and 1D).
Moreover, consistent with the mechanism of action of BsAbs, anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment of Vk32245SVTRO induced a dose-dependent CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell proliferation and activation (Fig. 1F). We noted that in vitro and subsequently, in vivo, anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment induced higher proliferation of CD8+ T cells than CD4+ T cells, which may reflect intrinsic proliferative kinetic differences between cell types (37).

**Anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb Is Active In Vivo against Vk*MYC Multiple Myeloma**

Next, we sought to investigate the ability of anti-BCMA/CD3 to induce tumor regression in vivo in the aged, de novo Vk*MYC mice that we believe best model newly diagnosed patients with multiple myeloma and display features of T-cell
senescence reported in patients with multiple myeloma (ref. 38; Supplementary Fig. S2). We chose six mice with a serum gamma/albumin (G/A) ratio on day 0 of 0.5 (corresponding to M-spoke levels of 13.5 g/L) and treated them with anti-BCMA/CD3 at 0.1, 1, or 10 mg/kg on days 1 and 8. M-spoke levels, measured weekly over time and compared with initial levels, demonstrated a significant response (defined as >50% reduction in M-spoke) in all treated mice, already evident after only one dose of BsAb, which was similarly sustained with 1 and 10 mg/kg doses (Fig. 1G). We therefore selected a dose of 1 mg/kg once per week for 2 weeks of anti-BCMA/CD3 for all subsequent experiments and treated six Vk*MYC mice with variable levels of tumor burden (G/A on day 0 ranging from 0.2–0.6, corresponding to M-spoke levels of 13.5 g/L) and treated them with anti-BCMA/CD3 at 0.1, 1, or 10 mg/kg on days 1 and 8. M-spoke levels, measured weekly over time and compared with initial levels, demonstrated a significant response (defined as >50% reduction in M-spoke) in all treated mice, already evident after only one dose of BsAb, which was similarly sustained with 1 and 10 mg/kg doses (Fig. 1G).

Anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb Treatment Leads to Broad T-cell Activation, but Its Efficacy Is Variable and Affected by Both Tumor Burden and Tumor Growth Kinetics

To evaluate the efficacy of anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment against aggressive and drug-resistant transplantable multiple myeloma, we challenged C57BL/6 wild-type (WT) mice with the Vk29790 cell line and initiated treatment when M-spokes reached a G/A >0.1. Vk29790 is an indolent BM-homing tumor cell line with relatively slower time to engraftment than other multiple myeloma transplantable lines (Table 1). Anti-BCMA/CD3 significantly reduced M-spokes in all treated mice, and seven of eight mice achieved and maintained a CR for the duration of the study (16 weeks; Fig. 2A and B). Survival differences were not measured in this experiment due to the indolent nature of this tumor. IHC on sections of the BM demonstrated a reduction in IRF4+ multiple myeloma cells and accumulation of CD3+ T cells already after 72 hours of treatment (Fig. 1C).

We next evaluated the efficacy of anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment using the more aggressive transplantable Vk12598 multiple myeloma line, where tumor establishes in the BM and expands to extramedullary sites, predominantly in the spleen (SPL; Table 1). Again, anti-BCMA/CD3 significantly reduced M-spokes by the end of the 2-week treatment and improved overall survival (OS; Fig. 2D–F). As noted for the de novo mice (Fig. 1H), efficacy related to initial tumor burden: Only mice with a G/A less than 0.5 on day 0 displayed reduction in M-spoke levels. Additionally, most responses were transient with relapses occurring within 3 weeks of treatment. We next tested whether the addition of GSi to increase BCMA surface levels would increase the efficacy of anti-BCMA/CD3 in high-tumor burden situations. We observed that adding a GSi concurrently, although mildly toxic, only transiently improved BsAb activity (Supplementary Fig. S5A) and did not extend survival (Supplementary Fig. S3B and S3C). Three days after treatment, we determined cellular changes in the SPL by flow cytometry (FCM; Fig. 2G–L). Anti-BCMA/CD3 reduced CD138+ tumor cells and dramatically increased the number of CD8+ T cells per SPL, resulting in a considerably higher CD8+ T cell-to-tumor ratio. CD8+ T cells were more proliferative and more likely to produce IFNγ and granzyme B. Similar increases were observed in IFNγ+ CD4+ T cells, although the total numbers of these cells per SPL did not change (Fig. 2L–K). Importantly, whereas the antibody was less efficacious at high tumor burden, this was not due to lack of activated cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, which were present 3 days after treatment.

Table 1. Cell line characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Strain/ genotype</th>
<th>Growth</th>
<th>Drug sensitivity</th>
<th>Time to G/A 0.25</th>
<th>Median OS from G/A 0.25</th>
<th>Tnfrsf17 RMA</th>
<th>Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vk12598</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYC</td>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>5 weeks</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vk27181</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYCDLox</td>
<td>E-MM</td>
<td>Cy, Bor</td>
<td>7 weeks</td>
<td>20 days</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vk29790</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYCDLox×hC123×mCRBNmt</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Cy, Pom</td>
<td>14 weeks</td>
<td>99 days</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vk32908</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYCDLox×hC123×mCRBNmt</td>
<td>E-MM</td>
<td>Cy, Pom</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>19 days</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vk14750</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYC</td>
<td>E-MM</td>
<td>Pom</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>pWPI-hCRBN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vk32245</td>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vk*MYC</td>
<td>VITRO</td>
<td>Pom</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>pWPI-hCRBN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J558</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>VITRO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>pWPI-mBCMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H929</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>VITRO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1,477</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The genotype and sensitivity to drugs of the cell lines used in this study are reported. MM, E-MM, and VITRO indicate growth restricted to the BM, extramedullary dissemination, or growth in vitro, respectively. For transplantable lines, the time to engraftment, measured as the number of weeks required after transplantation for the M-spoke to reach a G/A ratio = 0.25, indicative of an M-spoke = 7 g/L, is reported, as well as the median survival, in days, following the detection of a G/A = 0.25. RMA-summarized Tnfrsf17 transcript expression is indicated. For cell lines grown in vitro, the transduced genes are listed.

Abbreviations: Bor, bortezomib; MM, multiple myeloma; n.a., not available; n.d., not detected; OS, overall survival; RMA, robust multi-array average.
Preclinical Optimization of Anti-BCMA/CD3 Therapy in Myeloma

Figure 2. The activity of anti-BCMA/CD3 is transient and related to initial tumor burden. A, M-spike levels (G/A ratio) measured over time in Vk29790 tumor–bearing mice treated with control anti-KLH/CD3 BsAb or anti-BCMA/CD3 at 1 mg/kg on days 1 and 8. B, M-spike levels (% of day 0) in Vk29790 tumor–bearing mice measured 14 days after treatment. Each dot represents an M-spike from an individual mouse. Bars show mean M-spike levels with SD. C, IHC staining (surface CD3 in red and nuclear IRF4 in blue) of BM sections from mice treated in A. Scale bar is shown in the bottom right corner. Images are representative of two mice necropsied from each treatment arm. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin. D, M-spike levels (G/A) quantified over time in response to control anti-KLH/CD3 or anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb given at 1 mg/kg on days 1 and 8 in Vk12598 tumor–bearing mice. E, M-spike levels (% of day 0) in Vk12598 tumor–bearing mice measured 14 days after treatment. F, Kaplan-Meier survival plot in days from the initiation of treatment of Vk12598 tumor–bearing mice receiving the BsAb or control treatment. P values derived from Mantel-Cox log-ranked X^2 test. G-L, FCM analysis of splenocytes from Vk12598 tumor–bearing mice harvested 3 days after treatment initiation as in D. NK, natural killer. M, Representative CD3 and IRF4 staining by IHC of SPL sections harvested 3 days after treatment initiation as in D. Unpaired t test P values in B and E are represented by asterisks. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.

Even in the example case with the highest G/A ratio at day 0 (1.05, corresponding to M-spike of 28 g/L), indicating that the therapy is able to activate T cells regardless of tumor burden (Fig. 2L). IHC analysis of SPL sections demonstrated expansion of CD3^+ T cells infiltrating the interfollicular space and replacing the IRF4^+ tumor cells (Fig. 2M).

An Immunocompetent hCRBN^+ Transgenic Mouse Model of Multiple Myeloma Sensitive to IMiDs

To overcome lack of activity of BsAb therapy in a high-tumor burden setting, we explored combination therapies that could boost T-cell function. We hypothesized that the
immunomodulatory effects of IMiDs on the host and tumor would enhance bispecific activity twofold, in direct clearance of tumor and costimulation of the redirected T cells. IMiDs binding to CRBN leads to degradation of IKZF1 and IKZF3 transcription factors, which control the expression of IRF4, essential for PC survival, and inhibit transcription of the IL2 promoter, explaining the costimulatory activity of IMiDs in T cells. A few amino acid differences in the mouse CRBN sequence renders the mice resistant to IMiDs. We generated transgenic mice expressing hCRBN by microinjecting into pure C57BL/6 pronuclei two BACs spanning the entire hCRBN gene and differing in the regulatory regions included (Fig. 3A). We obtained a founder line from each BAC, hC123, and hC343, expressing different hCRBN levels (Fig. 3B). In order to avoid potential competition for IMiDs binding between the endogenous murine CRBN, both hCRBN lines were bred into a murine CRBN−/− background (39). To test for proper IKZF1/3 degradation in response to IMiDs, we treated WT, mCRBN−/−, and the two hCRBN+ founder lines with the more potent IMiD iberdomide (CC-220; at 10 mg/kg; ref. 40), harvested splenocytes...
after 6 or 24 hours, and monitored IKZF1/3 and CRBN protein levels over time (Fig. 3B). We noted that the higher hCRBN expression in hC343 splenocytes correlated to deeper IKZF1/3 downregulation following CC-220 treatment. However, these effects were transient, and both proteins returned to baseline levels within 24 hours of treatment. Similarly, we treated hC343 mice with escalating doses of Pom for 6.5 hours and detected a dose-dependent decrease in intracellular IKZF1 levels in B and T cells by FCM (Fig. 3C). Based on these results, we chose to dose Pom at 50 mg/kg twice per day for subsequent experiments. Moreover, as the hC343 line displayed the higher CRBN levels and strongest IKZF1/3 degradation with IMiD, we selected it for use as the host for subsequent transplantation experiments. We also bred both hC123 and hC343 lines with Vκ*MYC mice to generate a new genetically immunocompetent mouse model of multiple myeloma responsive to IMiDs (referred to as Vκ*MYC–hCRBN). We obtained two transplantable lines from two independent Vκ*MYC–hCRBN multiple myeloma tumors, displaying different growth characteristics and tropism (Table 1). For both lines, upon engraftment into WT mice, Pom delayed tumor progression, whereas responses were observed in combination with dexamethasone, as seen in human multiple myeloma (Fig. 3D).

Overall, these data demonstrate that hCRBN expression in vivo is sufficient to induce IMiD responsiveness to murine cells and IMiD sensitivity to murine multiple myeloma (41). They also confirm that the extent of IKZF1/3 degradation correlates with CRBN levels (41, 42).

IMiDs Modulate T cell–Based BsAb Immunotherapy in Multiple Myeloma

IMiDs have stimulatory effects on human T cells resulting in increased proliferation and cytokine production (18). Here, we cultured T cells from WT, mCRBN−/−, hC123, and hC343 hCRBN+ mice in the presence of Vκ32245VITRO target multiple myeloma cells and BsAbs, with or without Pom, and noticed marked T-cell expansion in the presence of Pom and hCRBN (Fig. 3E), which resulted in significantly more efficient killing of tumor cells (Fig. 3F). We also observed the same effects in a parallel assay with purified T cells instead of splenocytes, suggesting this increased tumor killing is due to a direct effect of Pom upon cytolytic T cells (Supplementary Fig. S4).

These results prompted us to test if the immunomodulatory properties of Pom could enhance multiple myeloma cell killing by BsAb treatment in IMiD-resistant tumors in vivo, especially in high–tumor burden settings, where anti-BCMA/CD3 was not sufficient as a single agent to control tumor growth. We evaluated the combination of anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment with Pom in hC343 hosts transplanted with the hCRBN− IMiD-resistant Vκ12598 multiple myeloma cell line (Fig. 3G). We initiated 2 weeks of treatment with anti-BCMA/CD3 with or without Pom, starting when M-spikes reached a G/A up to 1.2 (M-spike > 30 g/L), indicative of high tumor burden. After 1 week of treatment, M-spikes were significantly lower upon anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment compared with anti-KLH/CD3 but still higher than day 0 levels, indicating that the treatment only delayed tumor growth (Fig. 3H and I). In contrast, the addition of Pom significantly reduced M-spikes below their respective day 0 levels in all treated mice regardless of initial tumor burden. However, these effects remained transient and did not statistically improve OS of treated mice (Fig. 3J).

We performed FCM on SPL cells after 3 days of treatment to monitor the immunomodulatory, tumor-extrinsic effects of IMiDs on T cells during treatment. CD8+ T-cell number increased 6- to 7-fold following treatment with anti-BCMA/CD3, with or without Pom (Fig. 3K). CD8+ T cells were equally highly proliferative, with a similar proportion expressing granzyme B (Fig. 3L and M) but a higher proportion expressing IFNγ with Pom (Fig. 3N). The effector–target ratio in the SPL and CD8+ T-cell number in the peripheral blood were higher in mice receiving anti-BCMA/CD3 with Pom compared with the single agents (Fig. 3O and P). IHC confirmed more effective tumor depletion after 3 days of anti-BCMA with Pom treatment (Supplementary Fig. S5). Overall, in the context of BsAb-directed activation, these data strongly support the use of Pom even in IMiD-resistant tumors to increase the pool of activated IFNγ-producing T cells in the TME and their migration through the blood.

Tumor-Intrinsic and -Extrinsic IMiD Activity in Combination with Anti-BCMA/CD3

Pom boosted BsAb-driven T-cell activation even in the absence of a tumor cell–autonomous direct effect. Next, we sought to determine the additional contribution of Pom’s direct anti–multiple myeloma activity on T-cell function following anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment using in vitro and in vivo methods. Initially, we quantified relative in vitro tumor killing in separate tests, where combinations of WT or hCRBN-expressing tumor cells or splenocytes were cocultured together with or without suboptimal doses of anti-BCMA/CD3 and Pom. When the tumor was sensitive to Pom (Fig. 4A), tumor cell viability, as expected, was reduced to approximately 50% by Pom treatment alone. When tumor cells were cocultured with WT splenocytes, anti-BCMA/CD3, and Pom, tumor cell survival was further reduced to 32% of untreated. Moreover, the use of hC343 splenocytes with this combination additionally reduced tumor cell viability to 8% of untreated tumor. As expected, Pom boosted T-cell proliferation and hCRBN+ tumor cell killing only in the presence of hC343, but not WT splenocytes and anti-BCMA/CD3 (Fig. 4B).

Having demonstrated a significant synergy in vitro between anti-BCMA/CD3 and Pom when both multiple myeloma and T cells were IMiD sensitive, we sought to determine if the addition of Pom is able to overcome resistance in vivo, in settings where anti-BCMA/CD3 was not sufficient as a single agent to control tumor growth. We challenged hC343 IMiD-sensitive mice with the IMiD-sensitive hCRBN+ Vκ32908 multiple myeloma cell line, and upon tumor engraftment we initiated 2 weeks of treatment with anti-BCMA/CD3 and Pom (Fig. 4C). Vκ32908 is the most aggressive SPL and BM-homing multiple myeloma cell line with faster engraftment time than other transplantable lines and relatively high BCMA expression (Table 1). Anti-BCMA/CD3 alone slowed tumor growth relative to controls but had no effects on OS. In contrast, the combination of anti-BCMA/CD3 with Pom induced a CR in all treated mice but one and extended OS (Fig. 4D-F). Although none of the five mice with a G/A at day 0 >0.3 (M-spike >8 g/L) responded to the single agents anti-BCMA/CD3, all but one
A and B illustrate the relative numbers of CD138+ plasma cells in the spleen (Spleen BM) and bone marrow (BM) in WT and hCRBN+ and hCRBN− Vk32245VITRO IMiD sensitive and resistant mice. C shows the daily treatment regimen. D demonstrates the detection of M-spike and MGG staining controls. E displays the G/A ratios of M-spike and OS. F shows the relative tumor survival. G and H depict the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. I illustrates the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells that proliferated. J and K present the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. L and M show the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. N illustrates the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. O depicts the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. P demonstrates the H&E and IRF4-CD3 staining of spleen and bone marrow. Q shows the G/A ratios of M-spike and OS. R depicts the relative tumor survival. S illustrates the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. T shows the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. U demonstrates the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. V depicts the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. W shows the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells. X illustrates the relative numbers of CD8+ T cells.
of the five mice with high tumor burden receiving the combination therapy achieved a CR. However, as we noted with our other transplantable models, tumor depletion was transient, and all mice relapsed within 3 to 4 weeks. Unique to this treatment, 3 of the 25 mice receiving anti-BCMA/CD3 and Pom, regardless of their day 0 M-spike values, rapidly lost >20% body weight at the third day of treatment, resulting in early mortality, thereby suggesting a therapeutic toxicity of the combination (Supplementary Fig. S6A).

By FCM, anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb transiently decreased multiple myeloma cell number in the SPL and BM in the presence of low but not high tumor burden. In contrast, the addition of Pom led to a deeper and more prolonged tumor reduction in all treated mice (Fig. 4G). T cells rapidly accumulated during the first week of treatment in the SPL and BM of mice treated with anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb with or without Pom (Fig. 4H), and a similar frequency expressed Ki67 (Fig. 4I). Pom increased the frequency of IFNγ and granzyme B CD8+ T cells in the first week of treatment with BsAb (Fig. 4J and K).

However, T-cell number contracted during the second week, even when Pom was added, to levels at or below control-treated mice (Fig. 4H). Nevertheless, the efficient tumor killing and T-cell expansion were reflected by a significantly higher CD8+ T cell-to–tumor ratio in the SPL of mice treated with anti-BCMA/CD3 and Pom over the single agent during the 2 weeks (Fig. 4L).

**Anti-BCMA/CD3 Treatment Leads to T-cell Exhaustion**

Fewer T cells in the SPL and BM expressed Ki67, IFNγ, and granzyme B in the second week of BsAb treatment. This occurred regardless of whether tumor antigen remained to provide T-cell stimulation, which led us to hypothesize that in the setting of aggressive tumor, the T cells activated by the BsAb are less functional over time. This prompted us to evaluate additional parameters of T-cell functions and exhaustion in response to treatment. PD-1 is upregulated on T cells after activation, and its continued expression interrupts T-cell signaling. Anti-BCMA, alone and in combination with Pom, induced expression of PD-1 on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that increased over the 2 weeks of treatment (Fig. 4M; Supplementary Fig. S6B). A similar trend was noted for KLRG1, normally expressed on terminally differentiated short-lived effector CD8+ T cells (Supplementary Fig. S6C) and LAG3, a surface marker associated with activated T cells, among other cell types, with a documented role in CD8+ T-cell exhaustion (ref. 43; Fig. 4N; Supplementary Fig. S6D). The combinatorial upregulation of these markers extending through the weeks of treatment suggests that T cells become functionally exhausted and less responsive to anti-BCMA/CD3 over time, and this is potentiated by Pom. Furthermore, the ligand for PD-1, PD-L1, homeostatically expressed in proinflammatory milieu and upregulated by IFNγ, was expressed on nearly all tumor cells during the second week of anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment (example shown in Fig. 4O). Finally, we observed an increase in regulatory CD4+ T cells in mice treated with Pom during the second week of treatment (Supplementary Fig. S6E and S6F), which could contribute to suppressing the BsAb response.

**Sustained Anti–Multiple Myeloma Response with Anti-BCMA/CD3 and Cy Combination Therapy**

Our data establish that a lower tumor burden is associated with greater efficacy of the BCMA BsAb. Cy is a drug with strong tumorcidal action as a DNA-alkylating agent in tumor cells. We hypothesized that the tumor debulking activity of Cy would potentiate BsAb therapy when used in combination by decreasing the hyperactivation, proliferation, and terminal effector T-cell differentiation we noted in mice treated with the BsAb alone or with Pom combination.

---

Figure 4. Tumor- and T cell–autonomous Pom effects enhance anti-BCMA/CD3 activity. The cell viability by FCM of Vk32245VITRO multiple myeloma cells transduced with hCRBN-expressing lentivirus (A) or empty control (B) cocultured in vitro with splenocytes from WT or hCRBN mice and exposed to anti-BCMA/CD3 with or without Pom is shown on top graphs, normalized to the untreated conditions. Representative of three independent experiments. Bottom, the proliferation of CD8+ T cells from the conditions in A were quantified by dilution of cytoplasmic CFSE and measured by FCM. Bar graphs indicate the fraction of total cells that proliferated (1 = 100%). Error bars, SEM of triplicate values. C, Treatment schematic for hC343 recipient mice bearing hCRBN+ multiple myeloma, are hyperactivated, which favors generation of short-lived effectors with potent tumor killing activity but also exhausted cells, and this is potentiated by combination with Pom.

---

**Figure 4.** Tumor- and T cell–autonomous Pom effects enhance anti-BCMA/CD3 activity. The cell viability by FCM of Vk32245VITRO multiple myeloma cells transduced with hCRBN-expressing lentivirus (A) or empty control (B) cocultured in vitro with splenocytes from WT or hCRBN mice and exposed to anti-BCMA/CD3 with or without Pom is shown on top graphs, normalized to the untreated conditions. Representative of three independent experiments. Bottom, the proliferation of CD8+ T cells from the conditions in A were quantified by dilution of cytoplasmic CFSE and measured by FCM. Bar graphs indicate the fraction of total cells that proliferated (1 = 100%). Error bars, SEM of triplicate values. C, Treatment schematic for hC343 recipient mice bearing hCRBN+ multiple myeloma, are hyperactivated, which favors generation of short-lived effectors with potent tumor killing activity but also exhausted cells, and this is potentiated by combination with Pom.
We also recognized that Cy can slow immune cell replication and act as a lymphodepleting agent, activities that could potentially antagonize BsAb therapy. However, we reasoned that this effect may also target Tregs and therefore may benefit BsAb therapy of aggressive multiple myeloma. For these reasons, we next tested the combination of concurrent Cy with the anti-BCMA/CD3 antibody in hC343 mice bearing aggressive Vk32908 tumor cells to allow a direct comparison with Pom combination therapy (Fig. 5). We initiated 2 weeks of treatment with concurrent anti-BCMA/CD3 and Cy when M-spikes reached a G/A >0.25 (>7 g/L). After 2 weeks of treatment, M-spikes, relative to day 0, were significantly lower upon treatment with Cy compared with control and anti-BCMA/CD3 alone, with the combination inducing a uniform CR in all but one treated mouse (Fig. 5A and B). Moreover, although the mice treated with Cy alone relapsed quickly after treatment, the combination with anti-BCMA/CD3 induced longer remission and increased OS (Fig. 5B and C). Importantly, no toxicity was observed in the combination treatment arm.

Upon necropsy, we confirmed superior antitumor activity in mice receiving combination treatment (Fig. 5D and E). As previously noted, we observed an increase in the absolute number of T cells in the SPL and BM with anti-BCMA/CD3, whereas with Cy, their number decreased (Fig. 5F and G). These dynamic cellular changes during treatment resulted in a higher CD8+ cell–to–tumor ratio in the combination arm by the end of treatment (Fig. 5H). As expected, Cy also decreased the number of Tregs in the TME (Supplementary Fig. S6E and S6F). Both CD8+ and CD4+ T cells remaining at the end of 2 weeks of treatment were of naive and central memory compartments (Fig. 5I). A similar frequency of the CD8+ T cells was able to produce IFNγ and granzyme B as compared with control treatment, indicating a lack of expansion of activated T cells (Fig. 5J and K). However, upon closer evaluation of early activation markers, existing CD8+ T cells were still activated by the BsAb in the presence of Cy, as represented by upregulation of LAG3 and (to a lesser degree) PD-1 (Fig. 5L and M). In support of the observation of tempered T-cell activation, PD-L1 was not upregulated on tumor cells with Cy and anti-BCMA/CD3 treatment, as it was during anti-BCMA/CD3 single-agent treatment (Fig. 5N). Furthermore, we assessed T-cell expression of TCF1 over the course of these treatments. TCF1 is an essential transcription factor in T-cell development, and in antigen-activated CD8+ T cells, it limits effector cell differentiation and promotes self-renewal of memory cells (46–48). The loss of TCF1 promotes terminally differentiated KLRG1-expressing T cells. At the end of treatment, more T cells in the SPL and BM of anti-BCMA/CD3 and Cy-treated mice expressed TCF1, whereas fewer expressed this self-renewal transcription factor from anti-BCMA/CD3 alone (Fig. 5O).

Overall, our data suggest that the tumor debulking activity of Cy limits T-cell activation by rapidly depleting tumor antigen, thus preventing hyperactivation of T cells and release of IFNγ, limiting upregulation of PD-L1 on tumor cells and preserving antitumor functionality. Most of the remaining T cells have a naive or central memory phenotype, express TCF1, and can be readily activated by anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb to control relapse in a TME that is depleted of immunosuppressive Tregs.

Combination of Anti-BCMA/CD3 and Cy Induces Long-lasting Remission and Protection

We repeated the immunotherapy combination of anti-BCMA/CD3 and Cy in our widely used Vk12598 transplantable model (Fig. 6A). After 1 week of treatment, M-spikes mimicked the trends noted in the Vk32908 model (Fig. 6B and C). Tumors in mice treated with Cy alone grew rapidly after 2 weeks of treatment, whereas the combination with anti-BCMA/CD3 induced a CR resulting in long-lasting control and curative remission (Fig. 6C and D). To validate the cellular changes underpinning this curative combination, we performed necropsy after 3 days of treatment and confirmed a more profound decrease in tumor cells in mice receiving Cy (Fig. 6E). The number of T cells expanded in the SPL during anti-BCMA/CD3 as observed previously, and Cy largely prevented this. Again, Cy decreased the number of Tregs in the TME (Fig. 6E). Due to these dynamic alterations, the CD8+ T cell–to–tumor cell ratio was highest in the group receiving Cy and anti-BCMA/CD3 (Fig. 6F). As noted in Vk32908 in vivo studies, anti-BCMA/CD3 with Cy modulated the frequency of T-cell proliferation, IFNγ, and granzyme B production among CD8+ T cells (Supplementary Fig. S8A).

In comparison, the addition of bortezomib, another cytotoxic agent, induced only a transient deepening of response to the BsAb alone, without affecting anti-BCMA/CD3–induced T-cell expansion and without downregulating Tregs (Supplementary Fig. S8B–S8D). These data confirm the essential tumor debulking activity of Cy and highlight the unexpected improvement in T-cell function and composition for successfully controlling multiple myeloma.

After nearly 3 months posttreatment, all of the anti-BCMA/CD3–Cy-treated mice remained in CR (Fig. 6D). We wanted to test if the combination treatment had provided long-term protection through immunosurveillance or if it simply had been effective in clearing all of the tumor. We sampled peripheral blood from all of the anti-BCMA/CD3–Cy mice and six littermate naïve age-matched control mice (Fig. 6G–I). The anti-BCMA/CD3–Cy mice had significantly more circulating memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and more of these T cells produced IFNγ in response to polyclonal ex vivo stimulation (Fig. 6G–I). We hypothesize that this is an extended effect of BsAb-mediated T-cell expansion or ongoing tumor patrolling, as two of the mice had transient reappearance of a low M-spike around day 50 after treatment, which was subsequently regressed to none (Fig. 6C). These data suggest that the curative combination immunotherapy expands the pool of long-lasting circulating T cells that are licensed to provide ongoing antitumor immunosurveillance. To ultimately test our hypothesis that anti-BCMA/CD3–Cy generated protective immunosurveillance, we challenged the cured mice at day 90 after treatment and the littermate age-matched controls with the same Vk12598 tumor cell line and monitored weekly for an M-spike (Fig. 6A, D, and J). The tumor did not grow back in the anti-BCMA/CD3–Cy cured mice but did so in all control mice beginning 4 weeks after transplant (Fig. 6J), providing evidence for ongoing protective antitumor immunosurveillance.

DISCUSSION

Bispecific T cell–engaging antibodies are novel immunotherapies for multiple myeloma and show promising clinical
Figure 5. Effective combination of Cy and anti-BCMA/CD3. hC343 mice bearing Vk32908 multiple myeloma cells were treated with anti-KLH/CD3 BsAb or anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb (1 mg/kg on days 1 and 8) with or without Cy concurrently (100 mg/kg on days 1 and 8). A, M-spike levels (% of day 0) measured 14 days after treatment. Each dot represents an M-spike from an individual mouse. Bars show mean M-spike levels with SD. Unpaired t test: * P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001. ns, not significant.

B, M-spike levels (G/A) measured weekly for the treatment groups in A. Each dot represents an individual mouse. C, Kaplan-Meier survival plot in days of Vk32908 tumor-bearing mice receiving treatments in A. P values derived from Mantel-Cox log-rank y2 test. Number of tumor cells (D and E) or T cells (F and G) quantified by FCM in the SPL or BM of mice 3 or 10 days after treatment initiation. Each dot represents an individual mouse. H, CD8+ T cell-to-tumor cell ratio in the SPL. I, Average frequency of CD8+ T-cell memory compartments quantified by FCM [naive = CD44+CD62L−, effector (T1) = CD44+CD62L+, KLKG1] or CD44+CD62L−, KLKG1+; effector memory (T1/2) = CD44+CD62L-, and central memory (TCM) = CD44+CD62L+] Bar graphs of the frequency of splenic CD8+ T cells expressing IFN-y (J) or granzyme B (K).

L, Example dot plots of CD8+ T-cell expression of immediate activation markers LAG3 and PD-1. M, Percentage of splenic CD8+ T cells expressing PD-L1 10 days after treatment initiation. O, Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and TCF1 (blue) staining of SPL (top) and BM (bottom) sections from mice collected 10 days after treatment with the indicated drugs. M-spike levels (G/A) at day 0 are measured 14 days after treatment. Each dot represents an M-spike from an individual mouse.

M-spike levels (G/A) at day 0 are measured 14 days after treatment. Each dot represents an M-spike from an individual mouse.
results. Their cellular activity induces interrelated changes in the tumor and its microenvironment, containing cytolytic T cells, that determine their efficacy. Here, we model anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb success and failure in our immunocompetent Vk*MYC and its novel IMiD-responsive derivative Vk*MYC<sup>CmRJS</sup> mouse models. Single-agent anti-BCMA/CD3 BsAb induced dramatic anti–multiple myeloma response in Vk*MYC mice that redirected T cells to lyse the tumor with a proinflammatory antitumor response. This result was curative in some cases of indolent BM-localized tumors representing newly diagnosed multiple myeloma. However, consistent with clinical results of BsAb in leukemia, the effects of antibody treatment were transient in cases of high tumor burden and associated with loss of T-cell functionality.

Treatment of transplantable Vk*MYC with BsAb and Pom caused T-cell hyperactivation with increased proliferation, cytokine, and cytolytic protein production, resulting in more efficient initial tumor depletion even in a high–tumor burden setting that notably was also seen in the IMiD-resistant tumor model. This observation supports the use of IMiDs in combination with BsAb to boost T-cell activation in other human cancers, most of which are not directly sensitive to IMiDs. However, we found that with the BsAb alone, T cells became less activated and functional over time, permitting universal relapse after treatment ended, and this phenomenon was even more pronounced with the addition of an IMiD. Interestingly, T-cell exhaustion was more prominent against the multiple myeloma line with the higher Tnfrsf17 expression, suggesting that higher levels of tumor antigen, contrary to our <i>in vitro</i> data, may not be beneficial <i>in vivo</i>. Consistently, the addition of GSi aimed to further increase BCMA expression on multiple myeloma cells did not improve OS of anti-BCMA/CD3–treated mice.

Given that a lower initial tumor burden was associated with greater efficacy of the BsAb and that expansion of short-lived effector T cells in the blood of mice prior to challenge with Vk12598 in J, M-spike [G/A] after rechallenge of cured or matched WT control mice with Vk12598 cells. P values derived from unpaired t tests. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001. ns, not significant.

Figure 6. The combination of Cy and anti-BCMA/CD3 is curative and induces long-lasting protection from tumor rechallenge. A, WT mice bearing Vk12598 tumors were treated as indicated with control or anti-BCMA/CD3 with or without Cy for 2 weeks. B, Relative M-spike levels (% of day 0) measured 7 days after the indicated treatment. Each dot represents an M-spike from an individual mouse. Bars show mean M-spike levels with SD. C, M-spike levels [G/A] measured weekly. Each line indicates one mouse. D, Kaplan-Meier survival plot in days from the initiation of treatment of Vk12598 tumor–bearing mice receiving treatments in A. F, Ratio of CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells to CD138<sup>−</sup> tumor cells per mouse. E, Number of CD138<sup>−</sup> tumor cells, CD3<sup>+</sup> T cells, and regulatory CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells per spl measured by FCM of samples from necropsied mice 3 days after treatment initiation of groups in A. G, Representative example of FCM measurement of circulating memory T cells collected from mice in F on day 90, prior to rechallenge with Vk12598. H, Quantification of effector memory CD4<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells per μl of blood on day 90, prior to challenge. I, Frequency of IFNγ-producing effector memory CD4<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells in the blood of mice prior to challenge with Vk12598 in J. J, M-spike [G/A] after rechallenge of cured or matched WT control mice with Vk12598 cells. P values derived from unpaired t tests. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001. ns, not significant.
long-lasting remission in two models of multiple myeloma, whereas the single agents achieved only transient control of the tumor. The superior efficacy of the combination treatment was associated with temporereduction of T cells with self-renewal capacity and a lack of classic immunosuppressive features in the TME, including Tregs. As we have shown that immune activation with IMiDs and suppression with Cy have both positive and negative effects on T-cell function when used in combination with BsAb, we speculate that in the clinical development of drug combinations with BsAb, it will be important to carefully balance T-cell expansion and activation while minimizing exhaustion to maximize therapeutic responses.

We attribute a majority of Cy’s success in combination with the BsAb to our model tumors’ sensitivity to this drug, which is commonly used in combination with other anti–multiple myeloma drugs in patients with relapsed multiple myeloma. For those patients with multiple myeloma whose tumors are not sensitive to Cy, we speculate that the addition of other therapies that can induce cytoreduction (e.g. glucocorticoids and proteasome inhibitors), which would need to be precisely tailored to the patient tumor, may similarly potentiate immunotherapy.

We were surprised that the BsAb combined with Cy induced long-term protection from relapse even after tumor relapse. This finding presents a contradiction to an accepted mechanism for Cy as a lymphodepleting and generally immunosuppressive agent. We suspect that at an optimized dose, Cy induces ICD of the tumor while increasing the frequency of T cells with self-renewing capacity, with opportunities to engage tumor antigen. On the other hand, the lack of long-term protection noted after combination treatment with BsAb and bortezomib, a cytotoxic agent also reported to induce ICD, suggests that unique mechanisms of action of Cy, for example Treg depletion, are required to maximize BsAb efficacy. These mechanisms, combined with the depletion of Tregs in the tumor environment, maximize BsAb efficacy and could provide an opportunity to prime a protective response. Future studies are warranted to elucidate how bystander effects may play a role in the superior efficacy of BsAb therapy combinations, including the mechanism of protection in BsAb with Cy, and whether tumor-specific memory T-cell immunity is generated in this combination. We conclude that the combination of cytoreductive therapies with BCMA BsAb is an attractive proposal for future trials in multiple myeloma.

These results warrant future investigation of how to best use BsAb to treat patients whose T cells and microenvironment have undergone many rounds of previous therapies and may have senescent antitumor function. Our results show that combining BsAb with chemotherapy or immunomodulators can induce dramatic responses and prolong OS in a highly predictive mouse model of multiple myeloma, and in the right circumstance, can induce long-lasting protective antitumor immunity, which may be a prerequisite for cure in patients.

**METHODS**

**Cell Lines and Reagents**

Human multiple myeloma and Balb/c plasmacytoma cell lines have been previously described and were maintained in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 5% FBS and glutamine, without antibiotics (28). The VkMYC<sup>Δ<sub>TID</sub></sup> cell lines were generated by culturing permissive transplantable VkMYC cell line in vitro in RPMI-1640 + 5% FBS supplemented with glutamine, penicillin, and streptomycin (“mouse medium”). All cell lines were tested for Mycoplasma contamination twice/year using the MycoAlert kit (Promega) and were periodically validated by colony-number polymorphism by PCR. VKMYC<sup>Δ<sub>TID</sub></sup> lines expressing hCRBN were generated by lentiviral transduction using hCRBN cDNA subcloned into pWPI lentiviral vector (Addgene plasmid # 12253). Pure populations of EGFp-transduced cell lines were sorted on a five-laser Fortessa (Beckton Dickinson), and purity was checked prior to each experiment on a five-laser Cytoflex (Beckman Coulter). The GSI DAPT and LY411575-I was obtained from Cayman Chemical; DAPT was solubilized in DMSO and used at 1 μmol/L, and LY411575-I was freshly suspended in 40% PEG300 + 5% Tween-80 + 45% saline before each in vivo administration. Pom and ibudomide (CC-220), both at >98% purity, were purchased from Pharmabol USA and solubilized in DMSO for in vitro use, or in 0.5% carboxy-methyl-cellulose + 0.25% Tween-80 in water for oral gavage at 50 mg/kg twice per day on days 1 to 5 and 8 to 12 (Pom), or 10 mg/kg (CC-220). Cy, dexamethasone, and bortezomib were obtained from the clinical pharmacy and solubilized in saline for i.p. injection at 100 mg/kg on days 1 and 8, at 10 mg/kg on days 1 to 5 and 8 to 12, or at 0.5 mg/kg on days 1, 4, 8, 11, respectively.

**Expression and Purification of Murine BCMA/CD3 and KLH/CD3 BsAb**

BsAb was generated by transient cotransfection of four expression plasmids encoding anti-mBCMA heavy/light chain and anti-mCD3 heavy/light chain into Exp293 cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Heavy chains (HC) and light chains (LC) were transfected with a DNA ratio (by weight) of 1:1:1 for HC_BCMA/HC_CD3:LC_BCMA/BCD3. Six days after transfection, supernatant was harvested and purified on an AKTA Avant (GE Healthcare). The supernatant was loaded on MabSelect Sure LX (GE Healthcare) column, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), eluted in 100 mmol/L pH 3.6 sodium citrate buffer, neutralized, and dialyzed into PBS. The bispecific quality was examined by intact LC/MS after PNGase F (Prozyme or New Englalb Biolabs) deglycosylation. Control KLH/CD3 BsAb was generated following the same protocol as described above.

**Gene-Expression Analysis**

Gene-expression analysis was performed as previously described, using data set GSE11921 (33).

**Mice**

All experiments were performed under the approval of the Mayo Foundation Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conform to all the regulatory environmental safety standards. The generation and initial characterization of the Vk*MYC mice [Tg[kv3-5*-MYC]#Piblc] and derived transplantable lines have been reported elsewhere (26–28). The original Vk*MYC mice (RRID:MMRC_68098_MU) and their derivative lacking LoxP sites, Vk*MYCDLox (RRID: MMRC_68099-MU), have been deposited to the MMRC repository. Human CRBN transgenic mice were generated at the Mayo Clinic by microinjection into C57BL/6J/fluorescence of two independent BACs: CTD-2335G16 spanning the entire hCRBN gene and RP11-1042H15 extending to include additional regulatory regions. Two founder lines were obtained: hC123 from the former BAC and hC343 from the latter, both capable of germline transmission, detectable by PCR on tail DNA using primers TAAAGGGTGCGACATGTGCAAC and AGAGCCATCTCGTTGCAATCA. Both founder lines were independently bred into murine CRBN<sup>null</sup> background (39) and to Vk*MYC or Vk*MYCDLox mice to generate Vk*MYC<sup>Δ</sup> mice. De novo mice were aged and monitored...
for tumor burden by serum protein electrophoresis as previously described (33). M-spikes were quantified by calculating the ratio of densitometric values of the M-spike and albumin bands (G/A), assuming albumin at a standard value of 27 g/L (49). Transplantation details are provided in Supplementary Methods. Transplanted mice were enrolled in drug studies when their M-spike was detected with a G/A > 0.1, depending on the aggressiveness of the line. Mice were randomized to different treatment arms, stratified by the size of their M-spikes. Unless specified, treatment duration was 12 days.

**Detection of sBCMA**

sBCMA was detected in the serum of VK*MYC collected from moribund mice at the time of necropsy and from age-matched WT mice using the Mouse BCMA DuoSet ELISA kit (R&D System), using the manufacturer’s instruction and diluting VK*MYC sera 1:500.

**FCM**

Single-cell suspensions of cell lines or ACK-lysed tissue preparations from necropsy of mice were stained using the antibodies listed in the Supplementary Methods. Samples were analyzed using a five-laser CellFlex LX (Beckman Coulter).

**FCM-Based Killing Assay to Monitor Redirected Killing of Myeloma Cells with CD3/BCMA Antibody**

We isolated splenocytes from mice ages 8 to 12 weeks old and lysed red blood cells with ACK buffer. Then we stained splenocytes with CellTrace Violet or CFSE following the manufacturer’s instructions (Molecular Probes). We used J558, J558-BCMA, and VKMYC(TTTR) cell lines as targets, which we harvested from exponential growing in vitro cultures and stained with SNARF (Molecular Probes) following the manufacturer’s instructions or anti-CD138. We diluted and titrated antibodies and drugs in complete T-cell medium. The splenocytes, target cells, and antibodies were added together in a round-bottom 96-well plate and cultured in a humified incubator at 37°C for 72 hours and then harvested for FCM analysis. In experiments with purified T cells, T cells were isolated from splenocytes using a bead-based T cell-negative selection kit (STEMCELL Technologies).
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